Wishing you could ask a real
Apex client what they think
of ARTEMIS ?

FIVE STAR REVIEW

SM

We get it. We love reading reviews too!
What problem did ARTEMIS
solve for you/your organization?
Utilizing the platform has allowed the
environmental department to collect
and analyze data across multiple service
lines and significantly reduce costs.
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Tell me about the process of
implementing ARTEMIS .
It has been a multi-year process. Several
years ago, we began with one module
to identify and build a database of
stormwater assets and the condition
of the stormwater systems. As the
environmental department grew and
took on more responsibility, we realized
that the features in the stormwater
module could be used across multiple
service lines such as due diligence,
wastewater, pest control, and emergency
response to name a few. As we
integrated ARTEMIS into other service
lines, I challenged the team to expand
the ARTEMIS footprint into developing
an invoice portal, a regulatory library, and
developing a better dashboard.
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Have you been able to leverage
ARTEMIS to improve your
regulatory compliance?
Yes, not only for regulatory compliance
but also for critical legal dates. The
calendar feature allows us to track
permit renewals, so applications
are not submitted late. In addition,
critical due diligence dates are tracked
so deliverables to the real estate
department are not missed either.
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Have you been able to use
ARTEMIS to reduce risk?
Yes, I needed a way to protect associate
and vendor safety by alerting the
company to properties that we operate
that are contaminated and have
engineering and institutional controls
attached to them. I told the ARTEMIS
team what I needed, and they designed
the AUL database. The database
identifies contaminated properties,
the type of contamination, and the
location of the engineering control
or contaminate plume. This database
allows the facilities department to take
the proper steps to protect associate
and vendor health and safety when
subsurface work is required at these sites.
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Has ARTEMIS saved your
organization time or money?
If so, in what way?
Yes, the first example is the annual
cleaning of our stormwater systems.
We can track and analyze waste disposal
on a per site basis to understand which
sites require less frequent cleaning.
Without ARTEMIS , those sites would
be included in the cleaning milk run,
causing our organization to spend
money needlessly. The second example
is the invoicing portal. Invoices are
pre‑approved by trusted consultants,
so they only need to be submitted
to AP. It saves me untold time in
reviewing invoice after invoice. A third
example is the environmental module.
All environmental records reports,
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permits, etc. are now centralized. I don’t
have to contact multiple consultants
for project information. It’s all on the
platform and a few clicks away.
Has ARTEMIS lived up to
your expectations?
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Yes, and it has exceeded my
expectations as we are utilizing the
platform for service lines we hadn’t
thought of when it was first rolled out.
What have you found most
valuable about working with Apex
and ARTEMIS ?
In all my years I have never encountered
an environmental and engineering
company with Apex’s experience and
wealth of services. With ARTEMIS ,
I can bundle all of Apex’s and other
consultant’s work together and store
and access it in one place.
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What is your favorite thing about the
ARTEMIS tool?
Honestly, it’s the people at Apex and
the ARTEMIS team. There are a lot of
environmental databases, but I doubt
there are many that are as flexible as
ARTEMIS . The Apex team is always
willing to listen to ideas to make the
platform more robust, intuitive, and
all‑encompassing.
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There you go—don’t take our word for it! Find out how ARTEMIS
can work for you! Request a free demo or contact us today for
more information!
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